Users of National Express
wanted richer features, beyond the
industry-standard of showing live
departures for a bus stop. They
especially wanted to see real time
movements of buses on a map, and
retrieving live departures for multiple
nearby bus stops at once.

To solve this challenge TransportAPI worked with NXWM
defining requirements to deliver the required user
features against available data sources. Polling upstream
sources proved that timely responses could not be
delivered this way. TransportAPI needed to ingest all the
necessary data in their own internal database.
In transport, multiple referencing systems to identify bus
operators, services, journeys and stops co-exist, and
transforming between them is often non-trivial. In this
case the referencing systems used by the live SIRI VM
feed were not compatible with those adopted by the
national dataset of bus schedules. TransportAPI
therefore ingested all of NXMW’s own schedule data, in
TransXChange format, which provided a stepping stone
between the live movements and national schedules.

With the data sources in place, and
algorithms developed to predict
departure times, TransportAPI’s
endpoints could serve richer
information – beyond stop predictions –
including bus locations, and other live
status information.
A single request and response could
package up collections of stops and
services, thereby meeting requirements
to display all of the moving buses for a
particular service, and all live
departures for multiple nearby stops.

We developed a suite of tools to report on and monitor data quality:
this helped to highlight problems with input data, which we could
address at source. Working with mobile app developers, new apps
have now been designed creating a more compelling user
experience, and allowing passengers to make much better
informed travel decisions.

Solving complex data problems in
transport. TransportAPI is the trusted
platform for transport data and
development.
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